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DRAINAGE
This includes highway surface water drainage and land drainage.
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Key Policies

Proposed drainage improvements are categorised according to the nature of the problem
(D1 to D5), and then prioritised:

D1, D2 and D5 receive a higher priority.

Gullys are cleaned at least once a year, and more frequently at problem sites.

The County Council Emergency Planning Officer may co-ordinate the Authority’s relief
efforts if the Civil Emergency Plan procedures are invoked because of widespread flooding.

As per Agreement, Oxfordshire County Council will act together with South Oxfordshire
District Council and the Environment Agency to provide early warning of rising
groundwater problems in the south of the County, and to take co-ordinated actions as
necessary.
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1. Drainage infrastructure

Most of our drainage infrastructure has been constructed in a piecemeal manner over the years,
as needs arose.Very little of this historical network has been mapped, so now when a drainage
problem materialises we often have to carry out a drainage investigation to identify what systems,
if any, exist.We will need to establish their condition, and identify what feeds into the system, and
where the water discharges to. Importantly, records must be made and kept for future reference
whenever investigations or new works are carried out.

Much of the infrastructure is very old and dilapidated and significant investment is required to
remedy the problem.The scale of the work and budgetary constraints means that we often have
to tackle this issue on a reactive rather than a planned basis; this is something we wish to address.

2. Drainage Responsibilities

Adjoining landowners (riparian owners) are generally responsible for roadside ditches and open
watercourses. Culverted watercourses may be the responsibility of the water authority or
riparian owners but the County will be responsible for the highway drainage. District Council's
have parallel powers to the County under the Land Drainage Act. Foul drains and sewers are not
the responsibility of the County.

3. Programmed Drainage Improvement Works

Presently, we carry out a small programme of planned drainage improvement works annually. In
order to prioritise the order and ranking of these works, the drainage schemes are measured
against the criteria set out below:

D1   Flooding of highway (urgent) or Flooding of property - building, access, gardens 
D2   Health hazard - contamination or potential risk for road users
D3   Flooding of highway (non urgent)
D4   Disruption of traffic - detours or excessive delay 
D5   Flooding of property - land

The implications for 2-wheeled vehicles in particular should be considered when assessing
potential risk to road users.

Generally, for a scheme to qualify as high priority, it must comply with one of D1, D2 or D5.

4. Highway drainage

a. Gullys

Although some gullys have been lost under soil and hedgerows, most remain visible.We possess
an inventory of these. Our policy is to clean out gullys at least once a year. Ideally gully-cleaning
cycles should follow the Districts' road sweeping operations.

We know of problem sites which tend to accumulate debris, or which lie in low spots where
water tends to pond. We clean these more frequently. We also attend to others on an ad-hoc
basis, as needs dictate.

The Authority is currently in the process of re-appraising its maintenance and service regimes,
including drainage. Undoubtedly, there would be considerable benefit in increasing minimum
routine gully cleaning frequencies to twice a year if funds are available.
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b. Manholes, Soakaways and other Drainage
Stock

The drainage inventory also includes manholes,
soakaways, boreholes, catchpits, swales, holding tanks,
hydro-brakes, and so forth. They each have an
implication for maintenance, but have been attended
to infrequently in recent years due to lack of
resources. In the circumstances, catchpits should
really be cleaned and flushed annually and the
remainder attended to as necessary.

In rural locations where there is no kerbing, highway
drainage is usually by means of channels (grips) cut
through the grass verge to ditches. These grips are
easily rendered ineffective by vehicles over-running
the verge and so an annual programme of grip
cleaning is undertaken where funds permit. Areas
particularly prone either to flooding or vehicular over-
run should be targeted.To be long lasting grips should
ideally be wide and follow the standard detail design.
A concrete base is recommended in particularly
vulnerable areas.

c. Highway Improvement Works

Care must be taken to consider the effects of new
works on the existing drainage characteristics of a site. Carriageway resurfacing and other
improvements built on the road can affect the drainage profile by altering low or high spots or by
interrupting the flow of water into existing gullys.This could lead to ponding and the build up of
silt and other debris.

Care must also be exercised when carrying out footway or kerbing works to avoid backfalls being
created that cause water to run onto footways or adjoining property.The installation of footway
crossings, mobility crossings and pedestrian crossings can produce localised areas of ponding or
flooding and this must be considered at the design stage.

Refer also to Section C.8 (Environment)

5. Land drainage

Land drainage works are primarily undertaken to prevent localised run-off water affecting
property, or creating a hazard. Problems are most likely to occur at sites that are low-lying and
susceptible to run-off from higher ground, or from water that issues periodically from the ground
in the form of springs. Work of this nature is carried out mainly by the District Councils. The
County Council may be involved where highway land is affected. Both District and County
Councils have powers under the Land Drainage Act.

6. Flood Alerts and Emergency Response 

The County Council, District Councils and Emergency Services will
provide assistance to the community in dealing with flooding
incidents as they arise. The County Council receives flood alerts
from the Environment Agency when there is an imminent threat of
flooding from major watercourses. The Council will also distribute

Routine gully cleaning
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Flooding at Clifton Hampden
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sandbags to threatened properties during periods of prolonged or intense rainfall. If widespread
flooding occurs, it may rest with the County Council Emergency Planning Officer to co-ordinate
the Authority's relief efforts.

During the winter of 2000/01 an unprecedented amount of rain fell in Oxfordshire, creating
saturated conditions and widespread flooding.The southern area of the County was particularly
affected. Following this, an agreement was entered into between the Environment Agency,
Oxfordshire County Council, and South Oxfordshire District Council to provide early warning of
rising ground water problems, and to take co-ordinated actions as necessary, to prevent problems
developing.This is particularly relevant to sites such as the Assendon Spring.
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